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Customer Case Study: Enabling a state IT department to respond 

quickly and seamlessly shift to remote work



Business Drivers

• In 2008, bi-partisan legislation mandated consolidation of state agencies into 

one overarching IT department.

• Government legislation to centralize IT management 

• Reduce number of failed IT projects

• Support efficiencies of scale by reducing one-off applications

• Create a standard platform of applications and services 
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Technical Challenges Behind the Scenes

• 17 different agencies acting as independent shops

• Firewalls between every network segment

• Need to manage globally but act locally



The GOAL: Reduce Inefficiencies 

• Couldn’t collaborate across agencies

• Lots of product and vendor overlap

• Job replication



The Plan

• Built a directory phonebook with all state employees

• Use enterprise reporting capabilities for data clean-up

• Integrate the FID with PingFederate

• New applications authenticate through FID

• Remote MFA access using Ping and FID



Identity Integration Process

✔Inventory existing directories (schema and hierarchy)

✔Inventory existing client application requests

✔Create multiple views of data to accommodate different 

client applications

✔Storage in a scalable directory 



Identity Integration for a Single Access Point 
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The Consolidation Process
Understand Existing Hierarchies

• Understand how each existing directory is structured (and what information is in each)
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Flexible Namespace: Merging Domains/Forests
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Consolidating AD in RadiantOne FID



Additional Use Case: Extend Access Without Extending Trust

• Extending access to Electronic Health Records

• Use AD identity for Citrix environment

• Identity and password sync to vendor’s network

• Now employees can log into Citrix without vendor-supported SSO options  
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Remote Access through VPN 

• Early 2020: 10-15% of state employees on VPN (Ping + FID)

• Currently: 80% of state employees on VPN (Ping + FID) 



Results 

• Significant reduction in cost, process overlap

• Employees can securely access state resources remotely through MFA

• Quickly respond to any network outage

• Built foundation to deal with disruption 
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Responding Quickly to Change: The Benefits of AD 

Virtualization and Integration for Cross-Agency 

Collaboration and Remote Work



The Foundations for a Modern Identity System

• Modern identity systems must support:

1. The latest access management protocols and security practice (federation, SSO, smart 

authorization) 

2. Automated access and governance controls to mitigate the risk of a security breach and enforce 

compliance and regulations, along with the most efficient workflow and provisioning 

3. The transition to a hybrid world where identity and resources are shared and synchronized 

between on-premises and cloud deployments  

• But to prepare for an optimal deployment of these initiatives, you need a foundation built 

on an integrated, normalized identity and directory infrastructure. Such a service can 

integrate and rationalize identity from across diverse data stores to provide one common, 

authoritative and infinitely reusable identity hub to drive all initiatives, from tactical to 

strategic.



The World of Access is Expanding

Identity is at the Center



The Challenge of a Fragmented Distributed Identity System



The adoption and progressive transition to the cloud (full or hybrid 

model) increases the need for integration



RadiantOne Delivers Identity as a Foundational Security Service

– Authentication:

• Integrate and federate your identity sources into a common hub

• Broker authentication for your portal, federations, and applications

– RadiantOne goes further…

• Authorization: Deliver attributes and rich profiles for smarter security 

policies

• Migration and Consolidation: Modernize your aging directory 

infrastructure



Federated Access Requires a consolidated view of 

Identity– a Federated Identity Service



Identity Integration for the Cloud is Required

• Two Drivers:

1. Access (IdP/Federation, WAM)

1. Provisioning and syncing to the 

cloud directory/storage or cloud 

applications
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Provisioning and Syncing Identities to the Cloud with RadiantOne
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RadiantOne is the Identity Integration and Virtualization Service



Secure access for all users, all applications and all environments, 

provided by a best-in-class solution



FID based on virtualization: Local systems publishing to a logically 

centralized directory (Manage globally, act locally)

• Acting as an abstraction layer between applications and the underlying identity silos, 

virtualization isolates applications from the complexity of back-ends.



RadiantOne Federated Identity & Directory Service:

Product Line Up

• Federation Layer
• SAML, WS*, OpenID Connect, Oauth

• Identity Virtualization and Integration Layer
• Access via LDAP, SCIM, SPML, SQL, REST, 

SOAP
• Connect to LDAP, SQL, Web 

Services, APIs, SPML, SCIM, Legacy
• Consumer specific views

• Simple Correlation 
and Disambiguation

• Identity Hub and Synchronization Layer
• Identity Hub based on RDBMS
• Sophisticated Correlation and Disambiguation
• Synchronization across legacy and cloud systems



Takeaways

• Using a best-in-class solution that includes a federated identity and directory service 

ensures:

– Secure access to all applications and data

– No code integration required between technologies 

– Continuous governance, audit and response 

– Accelerate path to compliance and operational standards

• It facilitates digital transformation, providing enterprises, agencies and organizations the 

convenience of unified access and single sign-on with the needed control of identity 

governance.



Questions, Comments?  

For More Information: Complimentary Resource

• “Using Virtualization to Leverage Your Investment in Active 

Directory”

https://www.radiantlogic.com/portfolio-single/leverage-your-ad/


Thank You

Next Webinar: “Tailored, Secure Cross-Entity Collaboration for the Healthcare 

Industry with RadiantOne FID”

• Thursday 9/3, 2020 

• 11 AM PT / 2 PM ET

• www.radiantlogic.com/webinars

https://www.radiantlogic.com/events/webinars/

